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WORK OF THE BOARD OF PARDONS IN INDIANA

JOHN C. CHANEY*

It is said that "In no other country is there such laxity of the enforcement of Criminal laws." In the trial of a criminal there is the question of the guilt or innocence of the accused person. In an appearance of the criminal before the Board of Pardons, he is guilty as shown by the trial of his case in court; and this is his status in the face of any mitigating circumstance connected with his conviction; and this is also his status in avoidance of the sentence of conviction.

The misuse of the "Reasonable Doubt," in the trial of a prisoner is largely made a screen for the escape of the prisoner from the offended law. It is the consequence of the assumption that the indicted person is innocent until proven guilty. It all arose out of the determination of the American people to avoid tyranny. In the light of present day civilization it is bad philosophy. It is the prime reason for the non-enforcement of our criminal laws. Our system of criminal law makes it difficult to convict one accused of crime; and when there is a conviction and a sentence on the conviction, the same should stand, unless there shall be found some good reason for interferences therewith. One prisoner has, even though convicted, certain rights which our civilization and philosophy of Government vouchsafe to him; but the state has also certain rights which are demanded of the convict.

Constitutional guarantees were never intended to shield the criminal from punishment for the violation of the laws of the land. Having been convicted, with the benefit of all the favors of the law, and after a fair trial which the courts are organized to hold, the conviction and sentence can not be disagreeable. The state is not represented before the Board of Pardons, as it is in the Trial Court; and the presumptions must therefore be resolved in favor of the state. The status of the criminal has been duly determined. He is not innocent.

It is the province of the Board of Pardons, under the act of Creation, "To examine thoroughly and carefully into the merits of all petitions which may be presented to the Governor for a pardon (which is held to include reprieves, paroles, remissions of fine, commutations of sentence, etc.), of any person convicted by any court of the state of Indiana, or by any court-martial held

*See biographical note, p. 175.
under and by authority of the laws of Indiana.” The Petition should set forth such reason and reasons for interference with the conviction adjudged by the courts as will warrant a modification of the sentence of the court, and the same should be supported by evidence in accordance with the rules adopted by the Board. To make this effective the Board is authorized to summon and swear witnesses and secure evidential information as does a court of Justice; and even beyond what the Trial Court does, and it has the power to enforce these provisions. It is indeed an Advisory Court.

The Board of Pardons is no town meeting, dealing in haphazard fashion with what comes before it. It has, however, no hard and fast forms of practice, nor technical pleadings upon which to base its action. It will give effect to the meaning of a petition if a meaning may be determined from the language employed, even though it may have to read between the lines to determine the meaning. It will give attention to any meritorious reason for modification of a sentence; when duly supported by evidence; but this does not imply that mere requests constitute such reasons, whether from the high or low, rich or poor. In the equities of its duties, the Board has no favors to bestow nor caprices to serve. It does not disavow the judgments of the courts nor forget the functions of law and order. It upholds the peace and dignity of the state, and it has respect for human rights. It seeks to relieve a mistaken and severe sentence, lighten an unworthy burden, and promote a righteous reformation. It is not influenced by passion, prejudice or love and affection. It is a purveyor of Justice and Equity in the instances where the application of the general laws do not exactly fit an individual case. It is one of the economies of advancing humanity.

Petitioners who imagine that any and every unproven thing prevails before the Board of Pardons should be undeceived. The truth and the whole truth is demanded without modification or evasion. Professional men before the Board are held to as strict accountability as that enforced by the courts of Justice. Pardons are seldom recommended, for the Courts are usually sure of the criminal and the crime, so that there is a scarcity of reasons for a pardon.
The Board has recommended but two pardons in the recent four months of 1926. 'One was where a prisoner without counsel was grossly imposed upon, both as to his plea and because of the excessive fine; the other was compelled by the deportation act of the Government. Reprieves involve a delicate discretion and are recommended only when it seems possible that the prisoner is entitled to some protection he has not had in court. Paroles are recommended only where some manifest injustice is done by the imprisonment, through circumstances beyond the prov-
ince of the court, or from development of conditions and situations since sentence.

Remissions of fine are never recommended except in instances where the prisoner and his friends are unable to pay the fine, and the officers of the trial court and those officers who have charge of the School Fund recommend it—supported, often, by the further reason, that, in view of new and material evidence, the period of the sentence is shown to be sufficient punishment for the crime committed.

Temporary (short time) paroles are frequently recommended, (not because of the prisoners' merits) because of the demands of humanity in those who suffer from the prisoner's faults—or because of their illness and approaching death. Occasionally, although definite promises are required of the prisoner as to his conduct and for his return to prison, the privileges of the parole are violated—yet 95 per cent of the paroled parties keep their promises. Commutations of Sentence, required a righteous discrimination of criminal, crime, sentence, penalty, the prisoners, criminal history, together with circumstances which could not be weighed by the court, or which did not come before the court.

The minimum and maximum sentence is authorized by the legislature after the experience of society with the flagrancy of crime, but should be always respected. Laws, however, are general in character, and sometimes do not exactly fit an individual case, may be severe in an individual case, or the crime might have been expiated by one of the lesser penalty laws. As an instance of this there is the record of a conviction of immature youths in a circuit court of the state and sentences of one to eight years at the Reformatory, when the facts show that the crime merited a small fine or a jail sentence; and in any other court would probably have had such action.

In the main the courts do their full duty by the prisoner. It follows that a large majority of the Petitions for clemency are denied, because justice has been faithfully administered. Indeed if judges were relieved of certain minimum and maximum sentence laws, which prevent a definite period of sentence, the exceptions to unalloyed justice would be greatly reduced.

While we do well to hold to the idea, of reformation, we must not forget that justice demands punishment for law violations. American civilization can be relieved of crime through the prompt enforcement of the criminal laws, rather than by showering the prisoner with flowers in the penitentiary. Prayers for mercy should not be allowed to supplant a righteous discrimination of the Board of Pardons, for "Righteousness exalteth a nation and sin is a reproach to any people." On this theory the Board of Pardons Acts.
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